
  

Recognizing Shapes and Gestures 
Using Sound as Feedback 

 

Abstract 
The main goal of this research work is to show the 
possibility of using sound feedback techniques to 
recognize shapes and gestures. The system is based on 
the idea of relating spatial representations to sound. 
The shapes are predefined and the user has no access 
to any visual information. The user interacts with the 
system using a universal pointer device, as a mouse or 
a pen tablet, or the touch screen of a mobile device. 
While exploring the space using the pointer device, 
sound is generated, which pitch and intensity vary 
according to a strategy. Sounds are related to spatial 
representation, so the user has a sound perception of 
shapes and gestures. They can be easily followed with 
the pointer device, using the sound as only reference.  
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Introduction 
The aim of this research project is to use sound as 
feedback with the aim of recognizing shapes and 
gestures. The proposed system has been designed with 
the idea of relating spatial representations to sound, 
which is as a way of sonification. 

Sonification can be defined as the use of nonspeech 
audio to communicate information [6]. Basically, the 
idea is to relate some parameters of the shapes and 
gestures we want to communicate, with some sound 
parameters as pitch, amplitude, timbre or tempo 
between others. By nature, sonification is an 
interdisciplinary field, which integrates concepts from 
human perception, acoustics, design, arts, and 
engineering.  

The best-known example of sonification is the Geiger 
counter, invented by Hans Geiger in the early 1900’s. 
This device generates a “beep” in response to non-
visible radiation levels, alerting the user of the degree 
of danger. Frequency and intensity vary according to 
the existing radiation level, guiding the user. 

Another example of sonification is given by the Pulse-
oximeter, which was introduced as medical equipment 
in the mid-1980’s. This device uses a similar concept 
that the Geiger counter. It outputs a tone, which varies 
in frequency depending on the level of oxygen in the 
patient blood.  

Other known example of sonification is the Acoustic 
Parking System (APS) used for parking assistance in 
some cars. It uses sensors to measure the distance to 
nearby objects, emitting an intermittent warning tone 

inside the vehicle to indicate the driver how far the car 
is from an obstacle.  

Sonification has been used to develop navigation 
systems for visually impaired people [8] allowing them 
to travel through familiar and unfamiliar environments 
without the assistance of guides. 

Other works [2,11] are focused on creating multimodal 
interfaces to help blind and impaired people to explore 
and navigate on the web. The design of auditory user 
interfaces to create non-visual representations of 
graphical user interfaces has been also an important 
research activity [1,9].  

Some systems have been developed to present 
geographic information to blind people [5,7,10]. It 
allows the user to explore spatial information. 

In some works the aural feedback is added to an 
existing haptic force feedback interface to create a 
multimodal rendering system [3,4]. 

Although our system would be used to assist visually 
impaired people in the recognition of shapes and 
gestures, we do not want to limit its scope to this field 
of application. 

System description 
The interaction with the system is made by means of 
any universal pointer device, as a mouse, a pen tablet, 
a pen display or a touch screen of a mobile device.  

This was the most important design specification of the 
system, which allows the user to use it with any 
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existing device. Figure 1a shows how the user interacts 
with the system. 

 
figure 1. Using a universal device facilitates the interaction. 

Some shapes have been defined previously and 
imported into the system, so the user is ready to 
identify them. It must be clearly stated that the user 
has not access to any visual information.  

In order to identify the shapes, the user should explore 
the space by moving the pointing device. The 
movement of the pointer is directly associated with the 
movement of a virtual point in the imported shape. 

As the user approaches to the shape, a sound is 
generated (see figure 2a), which pitch, timbre and 
intensity can vary according to a specific spatial to 
sound mapping strategy.  

The system is based on the proprioception sense, which 
provides a relation between the gesture made by the 
user and the spatial representation of this gesture. 
Using the sound as feedback, the curve can be easily 
followed by the user.  

Thanks to the proprioception sense, the hand gesture 
made while following the sound is transformed into a 
spatial representation of the shape (see figure 2b). 

 
      (a)            (b) 

figure 2. The user has not access to any visual information, 
using only the sound as feedback. (a) a sound is generated 
when the user approaches to the shape. (b) the gesture made 
while following the sound is transformed into a spatial 
representation of the shape. 

In order to provide a relation between the gesture 
made and the sound feedback, a perfect 
synchronization of perceived audio events with 
expected tactile sensations is needed. The sound 
intensity increases as the distance to the curve 
decreases, as shown in figure 3a.  

In addition to this, some curve parameters, as position, 
slope or curvature are used to enrich the sound 
information given to the user. 

A pitch variation is telling the user about the curvature 
of the shape at each point. A strategy consists on 
varying the sound pitch along the curve shape, 
according to the curvature at each point of the curve. 
As example, a straight line will generate a constant 
pitch. The curve represented in figure 3b has a variable 
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curvature, so the user will have different pitch 
perceptions while he is moving along the curve.  

Other strategies use the slope of the curve at each 
point to generate different sound pitches. Sound 
duration, rhythm, timbre or panoramization are other 
parameters that can be also related to the spatial 
movement of the user. 

 
(a)            (b) 

figure 3. Sound to spatial relationship. (a) The sound intensity 
increases as the distance to the curve shape decreases. (b) 
Curve properties as slope or curvature are associated with 
sound parameters to enrich the sound feedback. 

The curve shapes are represented by means of 
parametric curves, which are a standard in 2D drawing 
representation. Since Drawing Exchange Format (DXF) 
is used to store the graphic information, it is very easy 
to generate curve shapes using any commercial CAD 
application and import them into our system.  

Other system Details 
The analysis of the user motion, the curve 
representation and the output sound has been 
computed using MAX/MSP, a visual programming 
environment specifically designed to simplify the 
creation of acoustic and visual applications. Using the 

Jitter module, the graphic output has been also 
represented in real time (see figure 4) 

 
figure 4. MAX/MSP is an excellent programming environment 
to test a prototype system, adjust sound parameters or 
communicate with any universal device. 

The curve shapes are represented by means of 
parametric curves, which are a standard in 2D drawing 
representation (see figure 5a). Since Drawing Exchange 
Format (DXF) is used to store the graphic information, 
it is very easy to generate curve shapes using any 
commercial CAD application and import them into our 
system.  

 
(a)            (b) 

figure 5. Parametric curves are used to define shapes. (a) 
Parametric curve definition (b) multiple curves can be defined. 

Multiple curve shapes can be defined into the same 
scenario using different sound pitches and timbres for 
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each curve (see figure 5b). Distances to the curves are 
evaluated as the user interacts with the model. 

Conclusions 
This paper has presented a novel method that consists 
in the use of sound to recognize shapes, capturing the 
gesture of the user.  

A universal pointer device is used to control the 
system, facilitating the human computer interaction. 
Parametric curves are used, as they are a standard in 
2D drawing representation. Some of the curve 
parameters, as slope, curvature or position, are related 
to the sound output, helping the user to follow the 
curve. Multiple curve shapes can be defined in the 
same scenario using different timbres for each curve.  

Current work is related with the use computer vision 
techniques to track the hand movement of the user. By 
means of this, the user can interact directly using the 
webcam of the computer. 

It is also being evaluated the possibility of using the 
system as an extension (add-on) of some existing 
computer application.  

Other applications are also been studied in which the 
sound can be related to a gesture to assist the user in 
common tasks.  

The overall low cost of the system and its easy 
implementation is also an important point in favor. 
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